Funkin’ the park
’Lights Out,’ a Rhythm and Blues outfit, will
perform tonight at 5 in Plaza Park. The show
will be the last of the summer ’Music in the
Park’ concert series. Downtown Association
officials who put on the series called it a
success. Page 5

SJSU’s International Center
The student residence houses 75 students
from 28 countries.
Page 5

Volleyball slides into Top 20

Shadow boxing

The SJSU women’s volleyball team broke Into
the national Top 20 rankings for the first time this
season, after running up a 6-0 record.
Page 6

Student director T. Rusty
Randolph returns to the helm of a
theatrical production with ‘The
Shadow Box,’ opening tonight at
8:30 in Hugh Gillis Hall’s Studio
Theater, The production deals
with reactions to death, and
finally about acceptance.
Page 4

Football Top 25
The Associated Press ranks the Top 25 football
teams in the nation. Last year’s national
champion, Notre Dame, heads the list.
Page 6
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Weather
Partly cloudy, highs to low 80s.
lows to low 60s with mild
northwesterly winds.
-National Weather Service
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1965 Austin-Healy trashed
Residence hall student’s car turned upside down during the night
By Lori Sinsley
Daily staff writer
Alice Schmitt w411 i%\ akened
from her sleep by a nightmarish
phone call Saturday at 3 a.m.
Police
The
Id iii VerSity
Department was on the line with
had news. Her 1965 Austin Healy CI:1,dt: is as upside down
on the sidewalk outside her
iesidence hall.
Iler car is totalled. and she

Spartan
Village
power cut
for 12 hours

dr)t..11

had liapik:11Cd.

11,1:

to coven file I 6.000
worth of damage.
-They didn’t pick nisi any old
car. ’They picked a car that can
never he replaced.- Schmitt said.
Even if she had the money to fix
the car, she doubts she could find
all the parts.
The graduating senior, studying
nutritional science. felt shocked
4ind ;mgt.\ is hen she
InSLIFilliCe

"The front, side, hack, top and
engine were all destroyed. The
onl) thing left intact was the
inlet lot.- Schmitt said.
As hi, is she knows. she has no
she
real enemies. She he
was just a random victim.
The UPD has fingerprints front
the car and have no other leads.
"We’ve found two sets of
hiwiipt

doni
Ku. hard Stale).
UPD spokesman.
Schmitt expressed concern that
the police would put the case on a
hack burner because it’s a
property damage case and
therefore low priority.
Staley said the prints will he
processed through a slate
database. If the search matches
up with prints already on file,
\is ill 11;1c

:1manda Helen

It, 1 ori 5111,i4, And
it

Bek 01,1,C

,tatt w ,
SJSU could icLcic a laic lilt ii
a proposal is approved in
November by California State
I niversity trustees in Long
Beach.
At Monday’s Academic Senate
Vice
Executive
l’,4,,,teta Handel Evans presented
.1ic show that detailed how the
5151 campus will change to
enrollment
accommodate
equivalent to 25.000 full-time
students.
Administrators front SJSt is ill
present a proposed campus
master plan to trustees meeting at
the CSU Chancellor’s office in
long Beach in November. Fhe
proposal. if approved. will go into
effect then.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
said. "We have found that we can
no longer maintain two-story
buildings. The cost to renovate is
millions and millions. It is
cheaper to build a new one."
Evans said the move was made
because SJSU has a 42 million

11Cd%

weekend.
illaee was without
Spaitati
powci Satuida) night 1,4r ilead.
12 horns. teat me many residents
with melted ice cream. said D.J.
Mosaics. Spartan Village resident
director.
night.
vvas a quiet
uneventful.- Morales said.
Residents were warned by
Morales and the resident advisor
on duty to walk in groups
together and to he careful with
candles and alcohol.
Throughout the South Bay.
75.000 customers were V. Ith011l
pl)%i% et for part of the weekend.
according to Kersti Brimk. public
relations representative for
Pacili. (4as & Electric Ciimpan.
Powei was out diagonally 114,11,
King On to Sacramento because
it the thunderstorms, she said.
l’Ci&l Senile RePle,Cilialise
LIM, HMI la i’’pi ii neil that is hen
sic Ike, Ail eleolkal pole
id po,..ei hoe It i.iLIsi5 a prmer
tip
him%
is 11101
surge.
ii,iuisIu’i uiieus 111:111 Ileed 10 he
leplat.-ed beiore power is iestored.
IC. "a PG&E thing- and
nothing can he done fin the
icsidents in these Is pcs iut
sou:moos. said Jim Silmeidei.
tacilines manager lot I niveisnv
111,0,Ing Sin ices
By the end of ilie semester :I
small geneialm is planned that
ould lumen the %Mae,: olfice.
hut not the apartments. dining a
Anse(’ bv
power omage
earthquake. or smolt’ disastei.
intently Mete
Schneidei said.
ale generaion iii ...kb of Me led
hock residen.e halls
Ion) Romano. a licshman
and
actospace eneniceong
Ii iii
a
I oononates
his
spontaneous pail5 01 3o to 25
poip1. in huts s llage apartment to
help lighten up the night.
X.. outing to Romano. a fire
hyrhant torn out of the sidewalk
hya W, Latiscil traffic. ac.ident
011 10th and Alma streets. was
brought hack to the apartment
Saturday night.

1111111dC1,i0111],

thIS

See R

VOIATIONS, page 3

Staff answers nationwide questions
on how to stop unnecessary waste
It, xi

Kevin Squire’.

In 111C %Celle shop of the 5.151 Theater.
Margaret Jelled... IX. a marine biology
freshman, examines a flat she is painting ft ir

ii

11,411
o with tiatimin,.
iteimett. an adninct lostiny
academi.
.r1
,poke
program at 11111dil’ 1111C111.11C1110 Council

pled.

backlog of building repairs and
only $170.(100 to do the work.
The new proposal would cost
more than $236 million if
everything is approved. Bonds
will be sold to finance nearly $9)
million of the project, the rest of
which is expected to he paid for
by the state.
SJSE is one of the smallest
CS1 campuses based on a ratio of
land size to enrollment, according
to Evans. SJSU’s main and south
campuses encompass 153 acres.
"We don’t have a lot of space."
Evans said. "What we do have,
we want to protect and utilize to
its fullest potential. This is a very.
very restricted land area. Evans said that regardless of
the outcome in November. SJSU
will receive a new humanities
building. According to Evans.
SJSU is spending more than $22
million for a "done deal." The
building will he located just north
of the automated teller machines
in what is now a parking lot.
Evans said that these are

Center finding
ways to recycle

I

,

the upcoming play -The Doll House.- I he
play is running Oct. 12 through Oct. 20 at the
niv ersity Theatre.

Fraternities manage to find time
i

Alice Schmitt,
UPD officials urge those with
Student whose 1965 Austin information about the case to call
them at (4(t8) 924-2222. A Healy classic was turned upside
down at the residence halls
reward is also being offered to
anyone who provides information
leadine to the arrest of a suspect.

SJSU may
get money
for buildings

Painting playmaker

Dddy ,-itdlt writer

1

van u.i, iinv, is wan.
"At this point, there’s nothing
I just hope
else I can do.
somebody can report something
to the police department.-

’The front, side, back,
top and engine were all
destroyed. The only
thing left intact was the
interior.. .1 just hope
somebody can report
something to the police
department.’

F,

Meelifig.

Time management. studying from a test
hook andille Cornell method of taking lecture
notes are the three categories Bennett is ill
locus 011 is 1111 Ins program.
Bennett. Liii iently Delta Sigma Phi’s
acadenn. ads is,,, intl faculty advisor for

iIii, 1.1 glom) ’u ii I u vilio hop, in
II.C-recoginied fraternity. said many
pledges have told him they "dropped out
because they were MI busy, and did not have
enough time tot study mg
Bennett hopes his progranr is ill ease the
pressure of juggling academics and fraternity
-It’s great." said Jason ( iother. Delta
Sigma Phi president regarding the first time
program. which is mandator) for Ikila Sigma
Phi pledges.

a

It,’

di lit:

Hit Ii thu. is.

program is supposed to "get us (Delta Sigma
t liii k oho. e the all -men’s average.Crothei said
to Nada Houston, coordinator of
As ii
(heck :Maas. the all -men’s grade point
average was 2.7 tor last semesici. Although
she would not gni: out the .ml II
average because she felt it was inaccurate, as
many ot the grades belonged to former
members. she did c
vde that it was lower
See TIME, page 3

x/carate

SiSt -based Centel ui
X’s elopment ot Recycling is not
only an information and research
facility hut it is also a link
between the unit ersity. industry
and government
The CDR is as developed to
.uuisssi’u the giow lite number of
questions from the Bay Area and
across the nation about the city of
San Jose’s recycling programs.
and now it also has answers for
the future of students in different
I ields.
’The state right now is short ot
people that are knowledgeable of
some of these issues.- said Bruce
Olszewski. center coordinator and
lecturer for SJSU’s environmental
studies department.
The CDR receives funding
fr
the
Department
of
Conservation and the city of San
Jose. and is stalled by graduate
and undergraduate students from
SJS1 I’s environmental studies and
health science departments.
San Jose’s recycling pmgram is
one of the largest weekly
voluntary curbside recycling
programs in the nation, serving
more than I fx6.1XX1 homes. It has

11111011)

pdili,ipdtlirll talc rot DD

itercent of the households served
and collects more than 27.5011
toils 01 newspapers. cans, glass
and plastic soda bottles per year.
"There are people who have
worked in the industry for six
months and they have been called
epen..-Olve%ski said.
industry.
recycling
The
Olszewski said. is a real
opportunity for jobs in all sectors.
For people that are in marketing,
packaging
economics.
technology, political science, etc.,
there are jobs that need to he
tilled. California is in a desperate
situation, he said.
"It’s like plastics in the Ms.
only this is a positive movement."
and
"Industry
said.
he
government call here when they
have jobs available. when they
have projects that they need to
have done.
"We are interested in bringing
here tCDR) some unpaid interns,
people who can get experience to
be prepared to go out and meet
those needs that industry and
government have. Assembly Rill 939 was passed
last year and stated that by the
See RECYCLE. page 3
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EDITORIAL

Killing the insidious animal
minority students assert
SJSU
that this university is for them.
And indeed it is, just as it is
for all students here.
About 38 percent of what have
come to be known as "minority
students" make up this university.
It is becoming a misnomer to label
these students as minorities and it is
inappropriate to lump all the
minorities here into one category as
there are so many different ethnic
groups which make up the population
of the campus.
With such ethnic diversity.
sensitivity to other groups is
necessary to maintain an environment
where everyone can feel comfortable
to learn and explore their academic
interests.
Recently an SJSU student, Juan
Haro, charged that a University
Police Department officer’s actions
damaged this learning environment.
According to Haro, on June 14 he
was stopped and detained by a police
officer who thought Haro looked
"suspicious" because the officer
thought he was dressed like a gang
member.
has drawn much attention
Haro
to the incident. He held a
press conference and
marched with fellow students
carrying signs that read "We do not
tolerate racism" and "Student power
by any means necessary."
Whether Haro’s allegations are true
and whether his message is
overstated, we recognize the value of
drawing attention to an insidious
animal that manifests itself in
subtleand sometimes not so
subtle ways. That animal is racism.
And that animal still lurks at SJSU.

CAMPUS VOICE

Racism is probably no more
evident than in the campus work
force.
According to statistics from 1988,
of the 1.665 members of the teaching
faculty, 15.6 percent were minorities.
There were few African -American
and Hispanic instructors on staff.
African -Americans represented 1.9
percent of the faculty; Hispanics
represented 3.7 percent of the faculty.
But both African -Americans and
Hispanics were well represented on
the maintenance staff. AfricanAmericans comprised 16.8 of the
maintenance staff and Hispanics
comprised 31.3 percent.
kind of message is that
What
sending to African American and Hispanic
students as they walk by the
maintenance staff fertilizing the lawn
on their way to a molecular biology
class?
Maybe that question is somewhat
answered by the fact the graduation
rate for minority students is
significantly lower than it is for
Anglo-American students.
Haro’s complaints are just one
example of many problems that
students of color face at SJSU.
Over the last two semesters we
have seen Vietnamese students speak
out on their problems. AfricanAmericans have marched and held
conferences, trying to carve a niche
for themselves.
We must maintain an environment
where all students can feel that they
belong.
Not only for students of color, but
the for the university, where we
should be able to learn from all of the
perspectives of the human condition.

GLORIA P MARTINEZ

Waking up to racism at SJSU
Juan Haro’s victimization through the
discriminating and racist behavior of
University Police Officer Moffitt is
disrespectful of Juan. and has humiliated me
and Chicano/Latino students at San Jose State
University. Discrimination and racism are
barriers in the educational environment which
discourage students of color and make them
feel like they don’t belong in the university!
University Police Chief Ric Abeyta’s lack of
professionalism reflects the officer’s lack of
sensitivity.
Having a previous record of harassment.
Officer Moffitt obviously lacks the skills
necessary to work with a multicultural student
body. It is appalling that a Latino officer
(Escobedo) engaged in racist behavior against
Juan, a member of his ethnic group. He
obviously accepts and agrees with the
dominant group’s stereotypes.
As a student who pays full tuition. I demand
educational excellence and professionalism
from all levels of San Jose State University
employees.
Disappointing incidents such as Juan’s case
fails to translate educational equity into a
reality.
The goal of educational equity can be
realized only when policy makers.
administrators, educators, and communities
acknowledge the subtle and sometimes not so
subtle (wake up. Aheyta) form. of

It is time to challenge
the system and make
progressive changes to
ensure educational
equity.

REPORTER’S FORUM
LORI SINSLEY

Crime is the real issue here,
don’t try to call it racism
It amazes me the trouble some
people go to to make themselves look
innocent. I’m talking about two trials
which ended last month and the
controversy surrounding each one.
This past August. defendants in the
Central Park rape case were found
innocent of attempted murder.
Washington’s Mayor Marion Barry
walked away from 12 of 14 charges
for drug possession and perjury.
Throughout both trials, the
defendants claimed the crimes
committed weren’t the real issue.
Not only did these guys plead
innocence - they insisted they’re the
ions. Excuse me. hut I find that
lust a little hard to swallow.
Blacks suffering at the hands of
whites always attracts attention. By
forcing that issue to the top, the real
injustice gets buried.
Anton McCray. Yusef Salaam and
Raymond Santana all confessed to
their heinous OAHU: in Central Park.
For anyone w ho hasn’t heard - they.
were part of a group of teenagers who
went "wilding- one night, a new
household term based upon this one
attack.
lising pipes and a brick, they beat

nearly to death a lady who had been
jogging through the park. That was
after they raped her. Left for dead.
she lost three -fourths of her blood.
Remarkably, after being in a coma for
months, she has recovered
not
completely. but enough that she’s
Hying to get on with a normal life.
Leaving the courthouse utter
testifying against her attackers. she
was subjected to verbal assaults and
name calling.
Those demonstrating during the
trial. supporters of the defendants.
challenged "the whole thing was a set
up.- Her boyfriend did it. they said.
The black boys neyer would have
confessed if the white cops hadn’t
coerced and railroaded them into it.Yeah. and the moon is made of
cheese. The audacity they have to
make such outrageous claims
astound. me. Look at what they’ve
done. Look at the crimes they’ve
committed.
The jury failed to convict them of
attempted murder because "y tuths
that age are not well versed in how
many blows it takes to kill someone. Maybe next time the real victim
won’t survive and the jury’s job will

institutionalized racism which is allowed to
permeate institutions of higher learning.
In such a structure there is no one to
mediate the interactions between the
educational environment and the students. It is
time to challenge the system and make
progressive changes to ensure educational
equity .
A truly healthy society recognizes the
inherent dignity of all people and assures that
all of its members enjoy equal rights.
treatment and opportunity.
We must speak out against racism or any
other form of harassment. I admire Juan’s
courage to speak out because it is the first and
most important step to reduce and/or eliminate
racial injustice.

The jury failed to
convict them of
attempted
murder because
youths that age
are not well
versed in how
many blows it
takes to kill
someone.
be a lot easier.
In the same yell). ’.1.ition Barry
managed to Ilk Isl Ills trial around.
making himsell the
He.was
set up by the white -dominated federal
government. Fifirapment they called
Forget about itie facts that clearly
went against him testimony by hi,
longtime Iriends that he’d used
cocaine. marijuana and opium
hundreds of times before - they mean
nothing.
Forget about using the case to send
a much -needed message to drug
abusers throughout the country.
It all comes dmtan to the politic,
how CCII blacks and whites.
grievamcs. hysteria and
1,tini-hashing hase somehow ili;iwn
our attention away from whai
really going on.
This only doubles the real tragedy.
making it that much harder to
swallow.
Lott Sin%le% it a Spat tan Dads
%tali rut’,

Gloria Martine: is a child development
senior.
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Time: Effective
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Recycle: Center answers questions

From page I

than !lie all -men’s average.
"We always need help with
academics." said Scott Gibson
Tau Kappa Epsilon president.
The fraternity is always working
to make advantages for the guys
who join. Gibson said. Currently
they are contacting TKE alumni
that are faculty members at SJSU.
to start their own program as
opposed to using Bennett’s.
according to Gibson.
"Well of course they’ll need
it." said Brain Carey. IFC
chairman for TKE’s. about
pledges needing extra academic
support. "There’s a lot going on
this semester" and there will be
"less
concentration"
on
academics for pledges, he said.

gliasa.r
Ken Bennett

Renovations
From page I

among the proposed changes:
A 2.500 space parking facility
will he built west of South
Seventh Street. between Alma
and Humboldt streets at south
campus.
The red brick residence halls
(Allen. Markham. and Moulder
halls) that face 10th Street in
between San Carlos and San
Salvador will he replaced hi) two
new structures that could
accommodate an additional 1.600
students.
Hugh Gillis Hall will be
demolished and theater arts will
be relocated to a new structure on
the corner of Fourth anti San
Carlos street. where the men’s
gym is currently located.
A new science building will
he built near Duncan Hall. The
building will "accommodate
student access workstations.
interdisciplinary lecture space.
and an instructional television
fixed station."
Additions may he made to the

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are avillable in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.)
The deadline for entries is 10 a m
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the event in
addition to the day of the event Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions
No phone-in items will be accepted
TODAY
11.0.1.C.E.: Meeting, naming of committees.
515 pm Hugh Gillis Hall Room 215 call
248-8297
CHRISTIAN
ASIAN
AMERICAN
FELLOWSHIP: Meeting on Gods holiness.
7 p m . Student Union Almaden Room. call
275.1057
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Women s support
group. noon -1 30 pm Administration Building Room 201 call 924.5930. Men s support
group. 3 30-5 p m Administration Building
Room 201 call 924.5930
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career Resource Center tour 1 p m Business Classroom Building Room 13 call 9246030. Interview preparation 2pm SU Almaden Room call 924-6030. On-campus interview orientation. 330 pm SU Costa.
noan Room. cat 924-6030
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Prime
time 7 05 p m . Engineering Building Auditorium Room 189. call 294-4249
STUDENT SOCIETY FOR TECHNICAL
COMMUNICATION: Meeting with speaker
Dick Meyers 7 p m Spartan Memorial Cha
pal call 377:5294
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Fall seminar
series with Dr Angela Craig, Chernilumonescence Imaging of Polymers 4 30 p m
Duncan Hall Room 135. call 924-5000
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA: Sorority s Hispanic heritage reception. Unity Through Education 5 30 p m Chicano Resource Center Wahlquist Library North Room 307. call
298:2549
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER: Tuesday
speaker series. The State of Child Care at
SJSU 4-6 pm.SU Montalvo Room. call
924,6500
MARKETING CLUB: Potluck -barbecue
330-7 pm barbecue pit across from the
Events Center call 281-0389
AVIATION DEPARTMENT: Annual general
information meeting for aviation maiors. 7-9
pm Aviation Building structures lab 1120
Coleman Ave San Jose International Airport preceded by recruiting meeting for
flight learn at 6 pm in Rooms 108) call
246:5214
SOCCER CLUB: Women s soccer practice
530-7 pm Spartan Complex Room 44A
call 927-9592
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Wednesday
Night Cinema The Cook The Thiel His
Wife and Her Lover 6 p m and 9 p m
S U Ballroom call 924-6263
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT: Players
Drama Club and Pedorming Arts Company
The Shadow Box a play by Michael
Christopher 8 p m Studio Theater Hugh
Gillis Hall Room 103. call 924-8867

From page!
year 1995 all cities and counties
in California must reduce their
waste by 25 percent, and by the
year 2.0(X) by 50 percent.
"California landfills will be
virtually filled out by the year
2.0(X). We can’t wait until there
is a crisis," Olszewski said.
SJSU. he said, is the first
California
State
school
University system to have a
direct relationship with the State
Department of Conservation.
"We are hoping that this will
be a model that will he
replicated by other universities
in the state system. so that each

west side of Clark Library.
pushing the computer center out
onto Tower Lawn. Evans said
that additional floors may he
added or the library may take up
space where the Administration
Building is located.
Academic Vice President
Arlene Okerlund said. "This is
the first time in 21 years that I
coherent.
seen
a
have
comprehensive master plan."
Evans said that in addition to
making changes for the growing
student population, changes may
be made to improve facility
conditions. -Everybody will
have a desk."
Evans also said that a majority
of the planning is based upon the
assumption that San Carlos Street
would he closed.
Fullerton said that SJSU will
make a presentation to the city
in
commission
planning
November to propose closing the
street which runs through
campus.
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: The
Catholic Adventure 7 p m . Campus Ministry Chapel, San Carlos and 10th streets
call 298-0204
THURSDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY and CATHOLIC
NEWMAN COMMUNITY: How to Survive
SJSu arid Enjoy It Professor Jane Boyd
speaker. 7 p m Campus Christian Center
San Carlos and 10th streets. call 298-0204
PRE-MED CLUB: Guest speaker. director of
emergency care. San Jose Medical Center
meeting to discuss bowlathon 1 30 p m
Duncan Hall Room 345
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION: Group advisement session for students interested in teaching in elementary school 3-5 p m Business Classroom Buiidno Room 214 call
924:360H
MULTICULTURAL CENTER: Forum Progress Leadership and Activism in the
19905. 6 30-8 30 pm SU Pacifica Room
call 286-4362
KARATE CLUB: Practice. 730-9 pm
Spartan Complex Room 202
LESBIAN, GAY AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting, short videos including -VolOut in Suburbia and thirtysocemail
melhing 4 30-6 30 pm SU Costanoan
Room. call 236-2002
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible study and fellowship noon -1 30 pm
S U Pacheco Room call 268-1411
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT: Seminar B Denardo of Naval Postgraduate School Examples of Research in Educational Physics. 1 30 pm Science Building Room 251
924-5244
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to sign
up for Social Dance #204. 9 a m -4 30 p m
AS Business Office in S U call 924-5961
MUSLIM STUDENTS ASSOCIATION: Information 9 am -3 pm meeting. noon -1
pm Su Guadalupe Room
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Re-entry support
rr.lp nrion 1 30 p m Administration Build’

arca in the state 0.all hae

a

center for the development of
recycling." Olszewski said.
San
Jose’s
4 -year -old
curbside recycling program was
named best in country by the
National Recycling Coalition in
19148.
The CDR’s goals are to
increase the scope and
availability of recycling
information and to increase the
success and effectiveness of
recycling as a solid waste
strategy
in
management
California and elsewhere.
"The government has realized
a kind of phobia in buying
recycled products. but there is

Greenpeace,
researchers
reach standoff
BANDON. Ore. (AN A confrontation between Greenpeace
and a research vessel off the southern Oregon Coast settled into a
quiet standoff Saturday.
The environmental group’s 181 foot flagship Rainbow Warrior
shadowed the 143-foot Aloha.
staying outside a 5(X0-yard safety
/one set by the U.S. Coast Guard.
Greenpeace spokeswoman Cynthia
Rust said.
Two Greenpeace activists were
arrested and their inflatable boat
seized Friday night when they violated the federal safety zone. The
activists were held without hail
Saturday in a county jail on federal
charges.
The Aloha was in the third day
of a scheduled two-week cruise to
gather data on the potential tor
ing Room 201. call 924-5930
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career Resource Center tour to familiarize
students with the centers career planning
tools career publications employers information and job listings. 1 p m Business
Classroom Building Rooms 13 call 924-6030
CHICANO RESOURCE CENTER: Brown
bag seminar. Murals and Politics in Michoacan. by Gustavo Bernal Navarro, Mexican
muralist. noon -1 p m Wahlquist Library
North Room 307. call 924-2707
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Rock group
Lock -up. Geffen Recording Artists noon-1
pm SU Amphitheater call 924-6261
FRIDAY
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Taize Prayer for
Peace 7 p m Campus Ministry Chapel San
Carlos and tote streets call 298-0204
AIAA: American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics first barbecue T-shirt sale and
fund-raising party 3-5 p m barbecue pit
across from the Events Center call 9478740
MAG ASSOCIATION: Magazine journalism
club meeting 1 30 p m Wahlquist Library
North Room 131 call 253.0589
SOCCER CLUB: Soccer practice 5 30-7
p m Spartan Complex Room 44 call 9279592
SAACS: Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society lecture Dr Roy Okuda on
be-organic studies on marine natural products 11 30 a m Duncan Hall Room 505
call 253-4181
CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Radical Reality weekly worship service
Bible study and fellowship 7 30 p m Duncan Hall Room 135 call (4151948-0822
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Videotaped practice interviews with individual feedback 12 30 pm and 2 pm Instructional Resource Center Room 310 call
924-6030 Career Resource Center tour 1
pm Business Classroom Building Room
13 call 924 6030

mining the seabed off the Oregon
Coast.
Environmentalists and fishermen are opposing the research,
saying it will lead to mining that
will destroy fisheries.
The arrests came as the Rainbow
Warrior and a number of local fishing vessels surrounded the Aloha
in an attempt to disrupt the activities of the 19 scientists on hoard.
"It’s kind of quiet hut it’s definitely continuing." Rust said by
telephone Saturday afternoon froni
a Bandon motel. She said the Rainbow Warrior had a disruptive elfeet on the research simplx by
being present.

Technology Center
Assistant
Part -Time Job
Position available
immediately in our San
Jose facility to assist with
scheduling and
coordinating
the set-up of the Photo &
Sound Technology Center
for educational.meetings
seminars, training, and
briefings.
20 hours + per week, ideal
for college/university
junior/senior/graduate
student of Business.
Education, or Library media.
Basic knowledge of IBM,
DOs, & Desktop publishing,
and other similar
software/hardware. some
sales/Demonstration/
training involved.
Please sent your resume
immediately to:
Photo & Sound Company
Department MR
140 Hubbel Street
San Francisco, CA 94107
EOE

liothing

v. long

with

the

products." said 2I -year -old
Kevin Morris. a senior
environmental studies major and
assistant director of the center.
"The CDR is going to inform
how and where can people
recycle."
Recycling is all about
efficiency, making the most
efficient use of the resources
that we have. Olszewski said.
"When that happens. we
conserve valuable natural
resources, energy and land"
The CDR also conducts
research on recycling -related
issues.
"We are currently conducting

Harrier jets grounded
LOS ANGELES (API
Fhe
Marine Corps is grounding its fleet
of nearly 2(11) Harrier jets, a key
weapon in the Persian Gulf crisis.
saying the failure of Northrop
Corp. sensors on the aircraft make
them unsafe, it was reported.
Northrop pleaded guilty in February to criminal charges of faLsilying tests on sensors which control the stability of the aircraft.
congressional sources told the Los
Angeles Times on Monday.
The Marines began grounding
the AV-liB Harriers in April and
will have grounded five planes by
October. after which the aircraft
will be taken out of service at an
average of 11/2 planes per month,
the Times reported Tuesday.
Information about whether the
defects in the sensors might be affecting Marine military operations
there is classified, a congressional
committee source told the Times.
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SEPT. 29 12:30 PM
Stanford Stadium

Hard hitting football &
Rock ’N’ Roll hits.
Two bang up deals
for one price.
Purchase tickets at the
Event Center Box Office or

The Northrop sensor systems are
failing at a faster rate than projected by Navy requirements. a
Navy source told the Times. No
spare sensors are available, forcing
the Marine Corps to park the S22million Harriers as problems arise.

"THIS MOVIE RATES AN X
AS IN EXCELLENT,
EXCITING, EXEMPLARY,
AND EXTRAORDINARY!"
"A MASTERPIECE!
WITTY, SENSUAL AND
INTELLIGENT." 717,’

"

The Beach Boys
in concert immediately
following the game.

"We simply don’t know
whether the weapons will do their
job," said Rep. Christopher
Shays. R-Conn.. a committee
member. "We may find that some
of what our soldiers depend upon
will not perform up to specification. It may threaten the lives of
many of our men and women in
uniform."

Wednesda Nite Cinema
LUST, MURDER & DESSERT!
TOT, I IY UNCUT. TOTALLY UNCENSORED.

Fee OCT ‘GI ’900

STA NFORD

Ihe matter was expected to
come up during a Washington
hearing Tuesday before the House
Committee on Government Operations about fraudulent testing of
Harrier parts by Northrop.

The Associated Students Program Board Presents

Off

THE SPARTANS, CARDINAL &
BEACH BOYS
ARE PUTTIN’ ON THE HITS
sisu
VS

aI eport on products that are
made from recycled materials."
Olszewski said. "We are also
printing a list of companies in
the Bay Area that are doing
recycling."
The goal of the CDR in the
next two to three years is to
develop information that can be
freely exchanged among
would-be
recyclers
and
recyclers to increase efficiency
in decision-making.
CDR is located in Dudley
Moorhead Hull. room 235A and
has a toll -free number to
provide waste management
information. 0(00)533-14414.
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Student directs studio plays

Kotoja blends music, cultures
By Steve Helmer
Daily stall writer

Ann Nelson

Ka) Thorton, who plays Beverly, and Jeff
I iraper who plays Brian, rehearse for "Shadow

Daily stall

photographer

Box." The play was directed, written and produced by Rusty Randolph.

Randolph keeps happily busy
By Laura DiMascio
Daily staff writer

If you ever walk through the
halls of Hugh Gillis and see a
young, black, blue-eyed brunette
singing or babbling to himself-don’t be startled. It’s just busy student director T. Rusty Randolph
suffering from lack of sleep.
According to Randolph, his
strange antics are his way of dealing with stress even though others
sometimes get irritated by him.
"As a defense mechanism for
stress I do stupid things while I’m
thinking." he said. "I may start
singing a song that’s been stuck in
my head. but that’s just my way of
working through it."
Randolph. 25. is a senior theater
arts major with a concentration in
acting that has now slanted more
toward directing. He has been directing since the fall of 1989. and
some of his work includes "Private Wars," "Baby with the Bath
Water" and "Slam the Door
Softly."
Randolph is currently directing
"The Shadow Box," which is one
of four plays he is workng on this
semester for the Players Drama
Club and Performing Arts Company. He is also a resident advisor
in West Hall.
People often tell Randolph that
all these activities are pretty overwhelming for one person to handle, but he said it’s not that much
of a problem.
"All this isn’t a large undertaking for me because I know my limitations, and I’m really good at
time management."
According to Randolph, the directing experience is a lot like
learning which he finds very rewarding

Student play
’Shadow Box’
opens tonight
,By Laura DiMascio
Daily staff writer

The Players’ Drama Club and
Performing Arts Company is staging "The Shadow Box." a play by
Michael Christopher. which will
run on campus Wednesday through
Saturday at 8:30 p.m.
The play. directed by SJSU student T. Rusty Randolph. is the
story of three terminal cancer patients in three separate cottages of
a hospital. It deals with the stages
of death: denial, anger. bargaining. depression and acceptance.
According to Randolph. "The
. Shadow Box" is about death and
dying but not dwelling on it.
"It’s about the love of life and
,
dwells on living life to its fullest."
; he said.
As a whole I think the play is
beautiful, and I think people are
really going to) feel something
when they see it." said senior Joe
Espinosa, who plays Mark the gay
lover of one of the dying cancer
patients.

"Sometimes you think you
know everything as far as a play
goes, hut when the actors start performing it you say ’hey. maybe
this means that.
Randolph said working the Players Drama Club and Performing
Arts Company allows hint to cast
people that might not have been
used that semester.
"There’s a lot of talent around,
and if they aren’t getting used in
mainstage then they .might change
majors or just feel like they aren’t
talented." he said. "By doing studio) director projects I can cast
these people."
In addition to directing. Randolph also acts, sings, dances,
writes, produces, set and light designs, works on the crew and
more.
He is active in so many different
facets of theater because he says in
order to be good at directing you
need to know what everyone else is
doing.
"One of my mentors told me if
you’re going to direct you need to
get your hands into everything. So)
if I know what everyone is doing I
can be really flexible with the people I work with and they tend to respect me more."
Besides lack of sleep. Randolph
said he can’t figure out what he
gets out of directing. hut he knows
it’s something he doesn’t want to
stop doing.
"Directing keeps me busy. and
when I’m busy I’m at my best.’’
Westminister Presbyterian Church
Sunday School 9 am - 10:15 am
Worship Service 10:30am-11:45
Collage Students Welcome
1100 Shasta avenue
(408) 294-7447

According to Randolph, the
freedom he receives from the directing experience he gives to his
actors.
"I let them add their creative
input into the play first and then I
put in the sparkle."
Randolph says he’s really picky
about the people he works with.
"In the real world you’re always
evaluated so why not evaluate
those you work with." he said.
Randolph said he ultimately
would like to) work with 10 or so
actors and build a working rapport
with them.
"That would he the ultimate
thing for me to do. but first I have
to pay my dues. So in order to be
considered fair. I cast new actors
in smaller roles and the more experienced actors in bigger ones."
After Randolph graduates from
SJSU he said he hopes to go to
graduate school and get a Master
of Fine .Art% in filn) producing and
then establish it name for himself.

If you’re sick of monotonous
sounds blaring from top-40 radio
stations, or if you want to take a
break from your classic, soul or
rock record collection full of static
and scratches, it’s time for Kotoja.
"Freedom is what Everybody
Needs," the debut album from Kotoja (Inner Spirit Records). may be
exactly what you need to stay sane.
Kotoja, who was voted the best
local musical group in the 1988
Express newspaper "Best of the
East Bay" Readers’ Poll, has a
very unique sound.
The group is headed by the Nigerian master bassist Ken Okulolo.
He was a vital force in the Nigerian
music scene, until relocating to the
Bay Area in 1984.
The I2-member ensemble is
composed of both Nigerian and
American musicians, and it shows
very strongly in its diverse sound.
which includes Caribbean. Reggae, Latin and funk.
The vocals on "Freedom" are
in three different languages: English. Yoruba and Urhobo. making
it a very interesting album.
The album starts with the title
track "Freedom." This is a very
catchy tune with a touching message, that freedom is what we need
and love is the solution.
Music is said to be thing that
will cure mankind of hate and unite
us as human beings. So take heed
to the lyrics.
"Atide" and "Semi Jeje" are
both sang in Yoruba. "Atide" is a
cross between Latin and Caribbean
and "Semi Jeji" is funk. This song
shows the true talents of Okulolo
on the funky bass. Kotoja sings

Publicity photo

Komija performs Oct. 6-7 in San Francisco. It was voted best
local musical group in a 1988 Express newspaper poll.
"You are the ono" in Urhotx) and
"Stay on me" is front a West African proverb.
The album is very thoughtful for
those of us who can’t speak Urohobo or Yoruba. Songs in those
beautiful languages are kindly
translated to English on the inside
sleeves of the cassette and compact
disc. This enables the average
American to understand the
dreams and hopes Kotoja sings
about.
The group is very talented, but
according to a press release, the
band thinks it’s hard to survive
with 12 members and no commercial airplay. The hest way to support this band and keep its energy
around to influence the music industry for a long time, is to buy its
album and check out one of its live
shows.

Kotoja will be performing in
"Reggae in the Park." The festival takes place Oct.6-7 at Golden
Gate Park’s Sharon Meadows from
noon until 5:(X) p.m. Saturday’s
performers include: Carribean All
Stars, Strictly Roots and King
Caleb & the Rasta Generation
Band. Sunday’s performers include: Rankin Sento & Ginger.
Kotoja. and Donny Rasta & Roots
Vibration. Besides music, the festival will include ethnic food, arts
and crafts.
As a benefit for Global Exchange, Jammin Productions will
produce San Francisco’s first twoday outdoor reggae testis:11. So if
you couldn’t make it to tamacia
this summer for the Sunsplash. you
don’t want to miss this. It will be
jammin’.

Bart won’t sing blues with Jackson
LOS ANGELES tAPi
Enough about Michael Jackson.
Pay no attention to those premature
reports.
Yes, the Gloved One has been
approached about singing with the
Animated One. But no, it is not a
done deal. Which is why the recent
stories about Jackson doing a duet
with Bart Simpson have infuriated
the folks over at Fox Broadcasting
Co.’s hit cartoon show.
Espeeially perturbed is "Simpsons" creator Matt Groening, who
plops down at a West Hollywcx)d
recording studio and grants a
speedy interview about the latest
project to come from America’s favorite dysfunctional family.
"Oh, it’s so frustrating." says
the cartoonist. "I said to a reporter
a while ago that I would like to
have this happen and it was printed
as if it was true."
What Groening wished for was
Jackson’s participation in "The

Simpson, Sing the Blues. an in-

ialsahle ai.iming monotone

congruous title for the debut album
of an overnight success story.
What Groening is afraid of is that
all the publicity will send the obsessively media-shy Jackson scurrying from negotiations.
"This may kill it." Groening
says. "We have a whole wish list
of people we’d like to use on the
album. Stevie Ray Vaughan was
lined up. then he was killed."
Milling around the recording
studio this day are the actors who
provide the voices for "The Simpsons."
There is Julie Kavner, whose
scratchy vocals come out of
Marge’s animated mouth and Dan
Castcllaneta. who talks for the
long-suffering dad. Homer. Sitting
nearby is Yeardley Smith. the
voice of the high-minded daughter.
Lisa. Nancy Cartwright, nursing a
cold and chugging Evian water.
drops in and out of Bart’s unmis-

The four performers have been
working on "The Simpsons Sings
the Blues" for about a month. So
far, they have completed only two
rough cuts in between taping
shows for "The Simpsons" fall
season, which begins Oct. 13.
Due out in November, the disc
contains an eclectic mix of old
blues tunes such as Billie Holliday’s "God Bless the Child" and
original songs such as "Deep.
Deep Trouble." produced by rapper D.J. Jazzy Jeff and written by
Groening.
Fox has been trying to keep the
record under wraps until negotiations with performers like Jackson
are nailed down. But word has
leaked out, to the great consternation of those involved.
Jackson’s duet was to come on
"Do the Hartman." and published
reports have said it was penned by
Jackson.

MAC & PC
RENTALS
If The Computer Lab
Is Full or Closed,For
Term Papers,
Homework,resumes,
& other needs...
FROM F101) ’IA TO
SEr.iEST:-_H HATF r;

10% student dlscou
Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
539 S. Murphy

Sunnyvale
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Music
in the Park
ENCORE

Communicate In Color
Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies
-Presentations

-Displays
-Charts/Graphs

Plaza Park - Downtown San Jose - Wednesday, September 26, 1990
5:30 - 7:30pm
II\

-Transparencies
-Sales Flyers
-Even Copy From Slides!

kinkoss*
the copy center
Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
295-4336
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 94112
Across From Mc Donolds

Lights Out
Motown
Funk - Soul
Sponsored by KARA & Bank ofAmerica
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Daily staff writer

"Lights Out spends most of its
time playing in clubs in the Bay
Area such as Mountain Charlie’s
and Johnny’s in Los Gatos. Mc Neil’s in Santa Clara and SJSU’s
Spartan Pub.
The free concert series was
sponsored by the San Jose Downtown Association, a non-profit organization that promotes and supports downtown businesses.
The idea behind the event was to
bring more people to the downtown, Hayes said.
"We want to show that downtown is a safe and fun place to
be." she said.
The summer concerts debuted
last year as a lunch-time series,
and were switched to Thursday
nights this year to attract an afterwork crowd. Hayes said.
Tonight’s concert was scheduled
for a Wednesday night so that
those who couldn’t come to the
Thursday concerts could still enjoy
the free events, lie said.

The curtain has not yet gone
down for the free concert Music in
the Park series which was held in
downtown’s Plaza Park this summer.
"Lights Out," --a funk, rythmn
and blues and soul group--will perform tonight starting at 5:30 p.m.
at the park on Market Street between San Fernando and San Carlos streets.
The nine-concert series was
scheduled to end in early September but its popularity and success
promted an encore performance for
tonight, according to Maribeth
Hayes, promotions coordinator for
the San Jose Downtown Association, which organized the event.
"Everyone didn’t want them to
end," Hayes said.
Tonight’s concert is a local
seven-person hand that was created
with the idea of coupling dance
music of the ’60s through the ’80s
ith powerful sound and a fas-
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Center is home away from home
By Susanna Cesar
Daily staff writer

SJSU faculty author
kicks off literary series
claim from The New York Review
of Books and was recognized by
Oliver Stone, director of "Platoon."
A book -signing will begin at 6
p.m. tonight in the Spartan
Bookstore. Readings start at 8
p.m. in the Engineering Building
Auditorium.
A recent $10.000 grant by the
National Endowment for the Arts
will help the center. which lost
more than $14.000 in budget cuts.
pay for its campus author series.
Other faculty authors scheduled to
appear are Shelby Steele, James
Freeman. and Cecile Pineda.

11) Anthony (ataldo
Daily staff writer

SJSUs Larry Engelmann. historian and freelance writer, will inaugurate the Center for Literary
Arts’ Faculty Authors Series tonight with a public reading and discussion of his new hook.
"Tears Before the Rain: The
Oral History of the Fall of South
Vietnam." compiles the testimonies of 70 Americans and Vietnamese who witnessed the fall of
Saigon and the evacuation of tens
of thousands of refugees from
South Vietnam.
The book received critical ac-

When the customs official
asked a tired Joanna Dobson if
she had anything to declare. the
20-year-old, who just stepped off
an eleven-hour flight from England, had to stop to think.
She shyly told the man that she
had a box of tea.
The customs official looked at
her funny, and let her through.
Dobson, an exchange student
from Nottingham University in
England. was prepared for a semester of learning at SJSU, but
she wasn’t prepared to give up
her tea, she said.
Dobson is one of 75 students
that live at the International Center, a center that cultivates
relationships and learning between American and foreign students.
The center, a huge white building with rows of colorful flags
from different nations proudly
announcing its identity, looks
more like an embassy than a student living center.
"Many people forget that students actually live here." said Jo
Stuart. director of the center.
She said the focus of the center
is to create an atmosphere where
American and foreign students
can learn from each other.
The center tries to keep 75 percent of the students foreign, and
25 pecent American. The students represent 28 countries from
almost all continents. Students
come from as far away from as
Brazil. India. Italy, Jordan, Taiwan, Japan and Australia. Even
lesser-known countries such as
Laos, which is near Korea, and
Estonia. which is near Norway.
are represented.
The residence hall opened its
doors in fall 1978 by the inspiration of Phyllis and Alan Simpkins. both SJSU alumni. The
building was the former sorority

’Many people forget
that students actually
live here.’
- Jo Stuart,
International Center director
house of Kappa Kappa Gamma in
the 1940s and 50s. thus made
it’s dorm-like structure perfect
for housing 77 people.
Students can often be seen relaxing in the comfortable television room which has body worn couches, a big screen television and VCR. There are posters of Korea and Singapore and a
photo book of California with a
young surfer who looks like he
has just gotten out ot the waves is
laid out on the coffee table along
with several ashtrays and a halfeaten bran muffin.
Stale Anholt, a 22-year-old
student from Norway, looked
very much at home in the room.
He has lived at the center for
three semesters, and said that the
California climate is what originally lured him to SJSU to study
international business.
"I was tired of the snow," said
Anholt who remembers growing
up in below-zero temperatures.
The curly-haired blonde brought
lots of heavy jeans and wool
sweaters to San Jose but he
hardly wears them. He had to
borrow T-shirts from his roommate, and he said he would often
pass out in his bed from the heat.
Anholt, dressed in Levis and
Reebocks, said he adapted well to
American culture and is considering staying in the United States
after graduation. But some things
are just not the same he said. For
instance, women in Norway pay
for their part of a date. But fortunately Anholt had known that
men traditionally pay for their
dates in America

Anna Marie Remedios - Daily staff photograpne,

Elizabeth Carlson puts a puzzle together with Hsi-hsien Chang.
a sophomore from Taiwan at the International Center.
"I watched American movies Indian friend if this was really
and was prepared." he said.
true and didn’t get the response
Marion Schinn, an American she expected.
"He was really offended," she
student from San Francisco, was
also prepared for her stay at the said. Her friend explained that
international center. Her parents was a very old custom that rarely
are from Germany and she has was practiced.
Now she is more careful about
lived in both the U.S. and Gerhow she says things.
many for most of her life.
John Conkle is a 27-year-old
"It was a good opportunity to
get to know people from all graduate student from San Diego.
over." said the SJSU junior who He has lived at the center for six
semesters and has had roommates
is studying psychology.
from France. Finland. Australia.
She said the biggest lesson she England. Japan and Korea.
has learned by living with foreign
Conkle has picked up a few of
students is not stereotype. his foreign roommates habits.
Schinn. who has bright blue eyes Last semester his Korean nxfmate
and a head of soft brown curls. stayed up late studying. Now
explained an incident that hap- Conkle does the same.
pended with an Indian student
"It’. fun to be around all these
last semester.
different people," Conkle said.
"All I knew about India is The tanned Southern Californian
what I learned in a freshman wearing an Angels cap and blue
class." she said. She was fas- jeans said his favorite thing is to
cinated that virginity was so sa- take his new friends to football
cred in India that after the wed- games.
ding night, the sheets that were
"Many of them have never
stained with blood were hung for seen American football before
everone to see. Schinn asked her and they love it." he said
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up Dresser mirror nftesland
MI5

heedboard

Four piece bedroom
of drawers

Chest
6190
set
(415)745-0900

FUTONS", Large n*01. 15 dle
count w 650 purchase Bring this
md CUSTOM FUTONS 900 S
Winchester Blvd Son Jose it 2
mile south ot 260) Cell 2964118I
RERFPOSSED VA & HUD 1401061
available horn government front
II venni credit check You re
pen Alto taw delinquont lemon
sures Cell 1110616112 7566, en H.
1613 Me rep0 Ilst
VIDEO GAMES
WHOLESALE
Nintendo Gene.. TO-tB

1059
WANTED.
ENG
SALESPERSONS
LISH SPANISH 61 -lingual only No
Flexible
nparince necessary
hours,

guano..
wages
AUTO SALES
BLACKISURN’
Cell 2924121, 1334S let St S J
SECURITY
$7.$11 TO START

(415) 364-0116

HELP WANTED

Weekly Pay
Immediate Interviews

ACTIVISTS FOR THE

With Regular Ries
Full Tn. or Part Time

ENVIRONMENT
CAMPAIGN with

This Chinese self.
defense system wee
formed to eliminate

paid Requires good communkslion shills Call BRIAN KOPP at
EITP for an Interview 14151275-

CALP1RG
to strengthen the
federal clean air ect
end to pees BIG GREEN"
5200-6300 per week
Full & pert time
Call JAMES et (415)323-5364
BE A MOBILE DISC JOCKEY’ RIO hr
Must work weekends Equipment
8 training included Cell 734-0242
BEVERLY HERITAGE HOTEL’ Great
Job’ Work with people Bell.,
son P T 4 pm41 pm Good WV
Plea. apply in person 1820 Be’
bet In, Intersect 680 Montague

pay mod dent Ins end
credit uni.
Apply at 3212 $cott Blvd
Santa Cl.,. (Betwoen Mott
8 San Tomes) 727.4865
SPARTAN SHOPS INC at
San Jon Stele Univ has
I toll time technical
position avallebN in

PC s maIntein sccurale

GET INTO A rex, industry data &
Near Spartan
conwnunlcatrons
Stadium Base plus huge commission Sales position no Iran
nonce necessary horrible hours
WOMEN WELCOME to WOMAN
owned business’ Cell Petty or
John el 993-1681
HOUSE SUPERVISOR needed Men
rehabilitation program Motiveled
reaponelble student num nor*,
No nperienc ncessery flex
hours volunteer status Room
Board provided plus benefits Call
The Christian Embeesy N 923561S
AVAILABLE
Sans
nip
JOBS
mewing accounting end adminis
Jape.
014inguels
!moon
Cali
No
fee
net. English
PERSONA at 4534505
PART TIME, BIG MONEY’ Earn hun
Florin.*
dreds to thousands
schedule Cell Rex or Kevin at
263 2118. Mon -Fri 1-9 prn
PRODUCT MARKETING MGT
Sports minded people needed to
Sento Clar office management
position

esperience new
we Irein Cell LE al 492No

9307
Answer
RECEPTIONIST DENTAL
phone It typing Wed 2-5 Fri 95.141 SO hr 220-0424 So San Jose
TECH support
SALES CLERICAL
PT mornings Positions evadable
Small software on downtown S J
Call Bonen Anny N 298.01128
SAL ES Et ECTRIC AL We are looking
for limited number at people in
frIs sales training
run through
moor., If wonted we will as
list you wIth your resume inter
viewing skills and placement a
sistance Positions ere employer

call Father Mark Neery or Sister
Judy Ryan at 296-0204
SEEKING
MAY"
Please give me call Its very n
portent

DESPERATELY

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC" Unwanted
hair removed forever Speclelist.
confidential Your very own probe
or disposable Cell 247-7466 335
S Beywood Ave. S. Jose

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning st 10 AM al
Campus Christian Center 10th &
San Carlos For more information
about mothrIlles call Rev Norb

eltills Full benefits
Submit resume by

TO my JOE WEST BUDDIES" You are
FULLY awesome I look lorward
to many more fun times’ Them
for caring’ I LOVE YOU’ Love &

Jo., Cs 95192-0159
Salary 61959-52311 mo

1603)6112-7555 nt S-1062
SWIMWEAR MODEL WANTED Citrus
Too Hot Bra.’ Seeks hnifthy
Peachy looking girls to model
trine shows & showroom Sire

AB low .152 page’
Call 000, 942-0191 923-3966
John or P.M*

(4151962-8801
WOULD LIKE TO flnd a female cont.
.ndicap
Pinon to live with
man as a companion Fo, further
infomatron call BRIAN al 296.2308
aftor 4 PM

T SHIRTS
E ern money for your Irsternity
sorority club or business by .11
log eilescreened T.Shirte wdh
your design or logo

School -Age
AIDE SUBS
Center after school Hours 3 proe
pm All maws and energetic indi
viduale encouraged to apply
Call Gardner Child,.
$6 hr
Center it 14081998-1343 Close to

(4151641.5036

SJSU
TEACHERS AIDES SUBS’
Smell World Schools
is hiring part Ili.
students for all types
of chlkIcare programs
rissibis schedules &
early ern & Mel pin
positions avail Immediately
Call 257.7326 6 units
PR recreelion or
educetion units prof

HOUSING
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED Own
room in 3 bedroom 2 bath apart
mem close M cempu 5770 mo
0350 <Wooed 215 S
1st & lest
IrC or 263.0637

ROOM FOR RENT Sant Clem 4 br
lmfort hilly turn md diehwasher
d Non *Minh serious student
shared util Com Keith
$3101 rno
41664211
SJSU 7110 5 11113 Street 2 bdrrn 2
.1h remodeled end very Own
Am.* perldng
1750 6800 rno
leundry on she security build

resumes. whatover Science &
English Finer, our sp.ftely
FREE spellchen storage

Pinup well

CARE

part-time. licensed.
nearby $4 hi, Smooths
1 year

EVELYN 270-8014
AND EXPERIENCED
wordproceesing’ Term papers reports group papers. rnumes IN.

Low-cost editing 69,19610.
Call Paul Vftglnia-251-04411

AFFORDABLE

Call 286-5457
PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH

FAST

ACCURATE
COMPUTER
WORDPROCESSOR New Her..
ton & Winchester Call SHIRLEY
at 379-3519. KATHY at 379-1166
52 per page

tars. thee. Nc Letter quality’ All
formats plus APA SPELCHEK

Enhance your naturel beauty’
Have natural looking beeutiful

punctuation grammar essIstance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM
247-2681 8 sm-8pm for worryfree

enbrowslips-cheeks 516.
luxury of sensuous eyes
Call by Omni., 25.1990
& receive 15 discount

LETTER QUALITY
COMPUTER PROCESSING
FREE spell check
Help with grammar

profnalonal dependable service
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good spelling and grammar

for students & I.ulty
621 E Campbell AVe ell
call 370.3500

Reasonable odes
Minimum 52 per page
Call RAJU at 238-8759

al. help Let this
English teacher assist
you in Improving your
GP A Foreign students

TRAVEL
AIR FARE DISCOUNTS" TWA ofters
ot1 any published N.@ Pur

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING
125 wpm’ Clualfty guaranteed
Compettftve rates Term paper%
tape
Imnscription
resumes

welcome Call BARBARA
al WRITE TYPE

chse your TWA student discount
card now and beat the fare in
Cr
Call ANDY nosy al 293

140111295.7438

WHERE DO YOU
want lo
Hawall
Mexico Europe US

SANTA CLARA EDITORIAL
Attention ENGINEERING
student* and non-native
speakers’ Let me help
you with resumes letters
and reports Very reason

available Aimed. Branham area
Phone 264-4504
CALL MRS MORTON at 266.94411 tor
EDITING A WORD PROCESSING
of term papers research protects
& resumes Will gladly assist
sell’
w gramme, punctuation &

TYPING
AAAAAA HA’
NO TIME to type your
paperresume,
We can type it FAST and NEAT
with I OW RATE tor students

able Technical writing
background Plea. call
14081249-606
SERVICING

Ince structure Iknowledgaln on
Turaburn APA & Compdelt for’
mats) Equip used Word Perwo

your Word Processing
end Graphics needs Term pa
pegs reports theses etc LASER
PRINTER
FREE wanner spei
I pone

NMI

50

294-1633
Ott. SJSU ID

TYPING.WORD PROCESSING
Term paper reports
!new resumes
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
Call 972.1563
WORD PROCESSING
LETTER QUALITY
Printing. copies. etc’
Papers resumes & more
Call CECILIA at 2234102
IWOrd procnsIng 514 hr
$2 50 page whichever is Nes’
WORD PROCESSING SERVICE
Resumes Letters Reports
Reasonable Rates
Laser Printing
P u & Del Cover all erne ot
San JOSS Campbell &
Santa Clara
Cail for tree .ftrhate
223-6331
WORK SMART NOT HARD.
Have your papers typed
Convenient & efticent
an-cernpus prckup delivery
Macintosh& La., onto.
Cali 14013i 395-3766

check

This Space
Reserved For
Your
Classified
Ad.
For Info Call
914-3277

R..nable rates

MM I=1

Print Your Ad Here
Count approximately 23 letters and spaces tor each tine I

Each
Extra
Day
51 50
52 00
$300
5350
Print Narni

Semester Rates (A11 Issues)
10 14 Lines S90 OU
5-9 1. ines $70 00
15-19 Lines 5110 00
ine sas23soaces avadadie
0665040 4dver1,5e,,,e 0.,5 RP cal ’ri ^ er.

DEBBIE S SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

II

Flys
Days
S 800
$ 3 80
S 96(1
S10 80

1iT(

TEACHERS’ STUDENTS’
Work done professionally
accurately quickly. & with
smile’ Handouts. enms
ftmrs resumes, papers. etc

today’

Won papers group promote
etc All forme. including
APA L.r printer Ouicl.
return ImnscriptIon servic

plans NOW.
Call 997 3647 and ask
for ARLENE’

(Mick lumeround. 12 minutes
from campus Call KATE et TechMonty Typing 1406126141750

theses legal papers mailing lists
graphics
etc
Cell
984.5203

CALL LINDA TODAY
for ....on professional
word procnsing Theses

8720

On
Two
Three Four
Day
Days
Days
Days
3 Lines $500 $600 $670 $ 740
4 Lines $600 $6 70 $7 40 $ 8 10
Stjnes $700 $740 $810 S 880
6 Lines $800 $870 $940 510 10
Each Additional L me $1 00

EXPERIENCED FAST
WORD processors, familiar
with APA %robin formats
for reports. papers theses

Affordnie. accurate. &
fast, Spell Gram ck avl
Cl... to campus

plhlc materials and editing nryices Final dreught prepertion

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

2961

spelling grimmer.
punctuation check Available 7
days week by appointment Call
ROZ 274-3684

resumes. In.* & more
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET

EDITORIAL, RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring. consultalkan biliogra-

777

TEACHER

specialist

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION,
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports. term papar

2382195

iromommomilmmmoMMIOMII

EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING
Proteesional
typist
(serving
SJSU tor 4 veers) high ...lily
term papers theses resumes letters group promote. etc APA

AvNlable days, eves & wenende
by eppl Laser Printer Call ANNA
at 972-4992

SERVICES

INFANT

HPLaser .11111 Consider..
business experNnce & loner
English OnSIOr WILLOW GLEN
Nee

AAAH’ Too many reports and not
enough time, LET ME DO THE
TYPING. Resumes term paws.
theses. etc Gr. & undergred

COUNSELING" Individual and COI,
ples therapy AftordebN rates
Call ALISON ACTON MFCC at

Smiles 304C 2

SPRING BREAK Christmas. Summer
travel FREE Air courNre neardecl
robs
CIl
end
crulsoship

12th So

Call BRAINSTORM

Low NON.’
Make your Christmas

FIrnhaber at 296-0204

10 5 9010 Joann
Bonecorel Sperten
Shops Inc SJSU San

Please call 14151

MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 304800 PM, Carom,. Christian
Center 10th 8 San Carlos For
more into about oftwft activities

students Call Rev Emmanuel al

DL and possess good
amt.*.r relation

medium

COMMUNITY

14081923.3665

TechnIclan and sales
skills desirable Must
6. 21
with valid CA

bera at 9848676 MondayFriday
10-12.1.2-4 prn 641.ft

NEWMAN

beautiful simple wedding ceremony indoors or outdoors at the
Christian Embassy Premed.,
counseling 8 r.eptions may also
be arranged Very low lees for

customer and Inventory
information Apple

DEMOCRATIC POLITICAL phone research No sales San Jon office
$6 50-67 50 hr Pert time Call Ber-

PERSONALS

GETTING MARRIED, You can have a

Spartan Bookstores
Computer department
Duns include Onsite
service end repair of

at 377-5412 or 37714114

Security type bldg 2 blk horn
campus ideal for up to ion,
adults Call 947.0803

CATHOLIC

companies
BEST BENEFITS AVAILABLE
Sharp blazer unIforrn vacation

COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME for au.
11010 children F T&PT Greet experi.ce for psych special eel or
misled fields Call MonFrl 9-5 pm

STILL AVAILABLE, 2 bd. 2 bth apt.
with FREE Cable TV & microwave

3174

friendly people to wore
.1 safe secure high tech

cents sr autism & related disable.
ties FT PT positrons ay. Start
56-16 25 hr Call 448-3953

SPACIOUS
STUD/0
AVAILABLE.
quiet. 1055 Vermont St .Sen Jo..
MOO me
deposit. 24841011

ATTENTION ADOPTEES over 18’ Relinquished at birth This is for sp.
proved nursing study Call 224.

No Experience Necessary
Vanguerd Is lOoldng for

staff
CARE
COUNSELOR DIRECT
needed el local residential facIll
ties for young adult* 8 notes.

Mg. bicycle recite Call 258-9157

Address_

frnone

_

"

City & State

(408) 924-3277
F nclosed
’,cis Clawillitetion
Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help want,d

Computers

HOUSinG

Stereo
Travel

f or Sale

ii,t A Found
Personal

imiemmeemsameeemuemmeme

yping

S

Or

;FWD oil Lk MOM
,g1 (-ASH ’n

I"

.

Classified Desk located inside WIN TO?

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
Sari Jose State UnrversitY
San Jose California 95192

I ’in,.

011.

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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mesmeleasesnumimilimmiesemilmm sist0
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Volleyball’s Top 20

’I’ve got it!’

The American Volleyball Coaches Association
surveys 50 coaches weekly to determine the
rankings for the lop women a college volleyball
teams in the nation
Team
Record
10-1
1. UCLA
9-1
2. Nebraska

Football now
significant
Bi R \

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
.9
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19
20

ROBER I SO \

past years. the SJSU-Stanford kftiII
IN
games were billed as the rich-kid Cardinal
against the ’visa-, working class Spartans.
There is probably some validity to that
assemssment. considering the difference in tuition
fees at the two schools. There is another reason for
that stereotype, though.
In past seasons, either Stanford or SJSU, or
both, have had poor teams on the football field.
From 1987-89, SJSU compiled a 20-1S record,
while the Cardinals limped in at 11-20-2. In those
instances, something was needed to hype the
game and create interest.
This year that is not necessary. Both Stanford
and SJSU have potential post-season bowl teams,
despite the fact that the two teams have a
combined record of 3-2-1.
With two AP Top-25 teams to open the
season, it looked like SJSU would be buried early
The question marks were plenty.
Could new coach Terry Shea soothe
relations with alumni, find a quarterback, make up
for the loss of the team’s veteran receivers and
count on the defense to be the backbone of the
team’?
Would Sheldon Canley continue to rack up
big numbers, or was he a flash in the pan’? After
all, few people knew of his talents before Johnny
Johnson vacated the tailback position.
Could Ralph Martini lead the offense,
especially since the new coach brought in his own,
though similar, system’?
THESE questions and more were asked, and
the answers are mostly positive, so far.
After nearly beating Louisville and
ashington, the Spartans have manhandled Big
Vs est toes Pacific and UNLV.
The Cardinal had to be wary as the season
began. With road games against Colorado and
UCLA. Stanford also looked like it would be
buried early. But, like the Spartans. Stanford hung
tough.
Colorado escaped with a last-minute win.
and UCLA won at the gun. To show their first two
close losses were not a fluke. the Cardinal
trounced Pac- 10 whipping boy Oregon State 37-3
Saturday.
Stanford has relied on a strong stable of
running backs. With John Volpe, Glyn Milburn.
Tommy Vardell and Ellery Roberts. the Cardinal
try to run down their opponents.
The running game has been a strength for the
Spartans as well. Last week Sheldon Canley
heated up in the Nevada desert with 253 rushing
yards. He has answered anyone who questioned
his abilities.
Maceo Barbosa has also seen plenty tit’ action
in the SJSU backfield as the Spartans’ starting
fullback. Though he gets only a few carries a
game. Barbosa’, blocking has paved the way for
many long Canley runs.
The biggest battle in Saturday’s game should
he when St:intimd runs the hull against SJSU’s
aggressive defense. In the past two games, at
Pacific and UNLV. the SJSU defense has allowed
a total of 11 yards rushing.
Clearly something has to give. Either
Stanford’s running game will make the loss of
1-.verett Lampkins stand out, or Steve Richer and
the other SJSU defenders will continue to stomp
out opponents’ rushing attacks like Smokey the
Bear douses tires.
The best thing about Saturday’s game is the
game itself. No more talk of rich vs. poor. upper
class vs. working class. etc. Just plain old football
between two pretty good teams.

Clemens to pitch
against Toronto
_

(APiRuget C lemens says lie will pitch again
this season. On Friday night. Against Toronto.
Clemens. 20-6 with a 1.9K ERA, has not pitched
since losing to Oakland and Dave Stewart on Sept. 4.
At the time. the Red Sox led the American League
East by 6V, games. Boston. which begins a nine-game.
season-ending homestand tonight against Cleveland.
to by a game.
now trails T
"He plans to throw on Tuesday and he’s looking
forward to pitching on Friday." Red Sox physician
Dr. Arthur Pappas said Monday. "Roger feels he has
pitched through more than this in the past. Roger
wants to pitch and he feels he can pitch Friday night."
Clemens was scheduled to pitch Sunday against
the New York Yankees but didn’t because the shoulder was sensitive after a Friday rubdown.
He has knots in the back of his shoulder." Pappas said. "There’s a twinge and he jumps if somebody touches it. But it’s nothing that he hasn’t had
since July. . He has had the problem in the hack of
the shoulder for six weeks or longer. The other area,
on the top ot the shoulder. probably is related to
throwing a little more than he has been doing."
Pappas. an orthopedic specialist. emphasi/ed
that there is nothing seriously wrong with Clemens’
right shoulder.
"There is no problem with his rotator cuff."
Pappas said "There is no structural damage within
his shoulder "
Wade Boggs said Clemens’ absence takes away
what seems like a sure win every week.
"We miss Roger in the rotation because you can
count on a ’W’ when he’s out there." Boggs said.
But he helped put us in a position to win the division
and everybody has to do their joh. I’m confident in
our staff.

Pacific
Hawaii
Texas
Stanford
UC-Santa

9.1
6.2
11-0
6-1
13-1
13-0
6-4
10-2
10-2
8-2
8-3
8-3
6-4
6-0
12-4
8-5
9-4
9-2

Barbara

Penn State

Illinois
Long Beach State
New Mexico
BYU
Ohio State
Pepperdine
USC
SJSU
Wisconsin
Louisiana State
Arizona
Pittsburgh

Others receiving voles San Drew Slate Texas reth.
eoon Nilei iodaroloC
bOldhCe type are Stsu opponents

Football’s Top 25
Associated Press
The Top Twenty Five teams in the Ass
1990 college football poll with first-place
entheses records through Sept 22 total points based
on 25 points for a first-place vote through one point for
3 25Mplace vote and last week $ rankings
Them
1 Notre Dame (43)
2 Florida St (11)
3 Auburn (3)
4 Brigham Young 131
5 Tennessee
6 Michigan
7 Virginia
8 Nebraska
9 Oklahoma
10 Miami Fla
11 Texas A8M
12 Washington
13 Houston
14 Illinois
15 Ohio St
16 Arizona
17 Florida
18 Southern Cal
19 Clemson
20 Colorado
21 Arizona St
22 Michigan Si
23 Arkansas
24 Fresno St.
25 South Carolina

Record
2-0-0
3-0-0
2-0-0
4-0-0
3-0-1
1-1.0
4-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
1-1-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
2-0-0
2.1-0
2-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
2-1-0
3-1-0
2-1-1
2-0-0

0-1-1
1-1-0
4-0-0
3-0-0

Pst.
1 478
139w
i.34
261
1 168
1 156
1 106
1.082
1 042
1 034
916
787
696
621
595
582
525
518
510
493
281
212
155

los
64

pea
1

2
3
4
6
7
10

8

11
9
12
21
14
15
16
18
19
5
17
20
23
24
13

Otte, receiving votes Texas 60 Georgia Tech Si Wyoming
ta Indiana 33 Mississippi 29 Georgia Or pinsouigh 19
Mary-nein 10 ()Non
Syracuse 14 LWOW* I? lova
10 Stenford 7 LSU4 MIMS? a Toledo 2
boldface ’yr,.

Cross-country origin
Ken Wong - Special to the Daliy

Mindy Czuleger, #18, reaches to get a ball in the
match against Fresno State on Saturday. The 16th

Lewd remarks
result in fine
1.t)X1fOR(1. Mass. I AP)
Hie New England
Patriots have ended their investigation of the alleged
harrassment of a female reporter by fining one player.
But the NFL isn’t done yet.
"We’re continuing to review the situation."
(keg Aiello. the league’s director of communications,
said Monday. "We’ll 513% in touch k ith the Patriots
The Boston Herald may file a lass suit in the case,
sports editor Bob Sales said.
The incident that provoked the controversy occurred in the Patriots’ locker room Sept. 17. a practice
day after their 16-14 victory over Indianapolis the previous day.
Lisa Olson was interviewing detensive hack
Maurice Hurst at his locker near the shower room.
She said tight end Zeke Mowatt came near her. exposed himself and made It’s% d comments. She said she
also heard sexually ollensive remarks from other
players hut couldn’t identily them because she was
too upset to look up.
Patriots general manager Pat Still .an issued a
statement Monday saying a few players were involved
and one player was fined. 1k said team policy prohibits dischisnre of the player’s name and the amount of
the tine.
"I have reached the conclusion that an incident
of verbal harrassment and abuse occurred which was
totally unacceptable and unwarranted." Sullivan said.
"However. my investigation has been unable to confirm the allegations that a player suggested physical
contact with Ms. Olson."
Sullivan said he apologi/ed to Olson last Thursday and Sunday. A group of players 1% its to prepare a
written apology to be presented to Olson on Wednesday on behalf of all players.
Team owner Victor K lam. however, has not
hacked off his charm:ten/awn of Olson. lie did not
comment Monday.
NEL owners were to meet in New York today on
an unrelated matter concer itirig resini it iii ol practice
squads. Aiello said it viis prematute to speculate
whether Kiam would he punished.
Kiam’s remarks ’certainly skin ’t reflect the
views of the league lie’s speaking for himself."
Aiello added.
The (Waters statement that Olson is -a classic
hitch" was made to acquaintances in New England’s
locker room after its 41-7 kiss Sunday in Cincinnati.
He was overheard by reporters.

ranked Spartans %%ere nationally ranked for the first
time in almost a year after their %ictory.

I he tip.’ cross-countiv ’Jong in
the United States vsas iii IX78
under the auspices of the Vs estchester Hare and Hounds (.1(th in
New York

PEACE CORPS SERVICE:
A Good Career Move
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rewarding
- Highly
COLLEGE GRADS for B.A./
opportundies overseas their
to share
B.S. self-starters Afnca,
in
skills with people
Amenca
Latin
Asia and
PEACE CORPS

Peace Caps at San Jaw This Week
InformatIon
Table
hies thom Sept 25-21, lOorn 3pm. Front of Student union
rt:cri Show
Thus Sept 27, 12 Ipm, Montalvo Room, Student Union
interviews

Wed. Oct. 24, 9:00-445
1,0reet P1.1nreng & Pkdcement Center
Fr,t taraookallon or wee inkerrollon ea Peace Came, collect at
%mous APPtY NOW

IS) 744-2677

4t.

